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Abstract. Urban road authorities mainly rely on trafﬁc demand management strategies to operate the road networks they
are in charge of. They used to be the only ones able to gather trafﬁc data, and thus to have an extensive knowledge of their
network.
Today’s widespread use of GPS and other mobile devices (held by drivers and/or embedded into the vehicles) means that
new actors are now able to build a knowledge of the network, and therefore held the necessary material to make decisions
as to which routes their users should use. Hence, trafﬁc management is becoming an intricate and complex system where
public authorities, private companies and user communities are intertwined, with different aims. The paper thus addresses the
following: do centralized trafﬁc information systems still have a meaning nowadays, or in the forthcoming years?
To begin with, the paper provides a comparative analysis of centralized trafﬁc management policies in the cities of London
and Paris. This is followed by a short review of new players in the trafﬁc information and data collection market. Finally,
a trafﬁc dynamic macroscopic model is proposed in order to study how different classes of users interact on current road
networks, each class being characterized by the type and level of information it has access to.
Keywords: Dynamic trafﬁc information, Trafﬁc Management
INTRODUCTION
Urban road authorities mainly rely on trafﬁc demand management strategies to operate the road networks they are in
charge of. During daily operations, a complex information system provides guidance and information to road users,
using data from trafﬁc loops and other devices. To this end, public authorities have implemented large-scale proprietary
trafﬁc management systems. They used to be the one and only actor to have an acute knowledge of their network,
and they used to manage the entire information system between the network and the drivers, from trafﬁc loops to
information broadcasting through variable-message signs (VMS), FM radio stations or web-based solutions. Over the
last decade, new actors have stepped in the road information system. Social media, GPS companies, telecommunication
operators are gathering huge amounts of data allowing them, as more cars are equipped with on-board devices and
their drivers with smartphones, to have a thorough knowledge of the urban road network state — even on roads with
no ﬁxed sensors. Therefore, they can deliver acute real-time information and routing strategies to their customers.
Subsequently, there may be an impedance mismatch between the centralized routing strategies elaborated by the road
operator and those built from crowdsourced information providers.
Hence, trafﬁc management is becoming an intricate and complex system where public authorities, private companies
and user communities are intertwined, with different aims. In this context, this paper addresses one of the arising issues:
do centralized trafﬁc information systems still have a meaning ?
The paper is organized as follows. Section "Trafﬁc information: London and Paris" provides a comparative analysis
of centralised trafﬁc management policies in the cities of London and Paris. Section "Trafﬁc data collection and traﬁc
information provision" is a short review of new players in the trafﬁc information and data collection market. Section
"A model for trafﬁc information" proposes a model to study how different classes of users interact in today’s road
network, each class being characterized by the type and level of information it has access to.
TRAFFIC INFORMATION: LONDON AND PARIS
By the late 1990s, the European Union began to consider Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), among which traveler
information and demand management systems, as efﬁcient means to carry out sustainable development policies it
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supported for transport [1]. The full paper will describe in detail the history, evolution, and whereabouts of two
metropolitan systems, in London and Paris.
London. This paragraph in the full paper describes the shift in UK transport policy, from the 1980s onwards,
from a predict and provide approach — whose main assumption is that growing trafﬁc demand is inevitable, and that
therefore capacity increase is the main and most serious answer to congestion problems — to a demand management
strategy. This vision was consecrated by the 1991 "Transport: The New Realism" report [2] and its implementation.
This paragraph gives an overview of the several authorities that are in charge of the Greater London road network, and
the way trafﬁc information is managed and then broadcasted to drivers [3, 4].
Paris. As for London, this paragraph in the full paper describes how the Greater Paris area also suffers from an
important fragmentation of authorities, and the systems that are currently in place for the management of demand and
broadcasting of trafﬁc information [5, 6, 7]. The full paper develops the different tools that are currently in place for
the construction and broadcasting of trafﬁc information in the Paris region.
TRAFFIC DATA COLLECTION AND TRAFIC INFORMATION PROVISION
Road network instantaneous state
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Other users
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Flow control
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FIGURE 1. Seeking two different optima from the same instantaneous network state.
While road authorities are still using trafﬁc sensors as their primary source of trafﬁc data, the development and
democratization of mobile electronic devices for the past twenty years have somehow made drivers and cars new
sources of trafﬁc data. Their now exists bluetooth-based road side trafﬁc sensors. Floating Car Data (FCD) and Floating
Mobile Data (FMD) are being more and more used. Historically, GPS manufacturers are the ﬁrst alternate actors facing
the public authorities, as GPS-like devices have been globally widespread since about a decade. They provide real time
and predictive trafﬁc information, based on their growing ﬂeet of equipped vehicles. Nevertheless, they seem to have
taken conscience of the massive role they can play on network management and user information only fairly recently.
FMD-based solutions from telecom operators have emerged soon after FCD-based ones.
Social media are the latest newcomers on the trafﬁc information arena. Live trafﬁc information can be found on
general purpose social networks and microblogging sites. In fact social media use for incident warning has already
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been described [8, 9]. Text mining techniques are now being developed and experimented [10, 11, 12], like using
Twitter messages to describe transport conditions to and from a speciﬁc location for a special event. In a way, trafﬁc
information on social media both include giving directions — which will then greatly inﬂuence how the users choose
their routes, especially for, say, often reached destinations — and reporting incidents [11]. Last, but not least, Waze [13]
is a dedicated purpose social network that freely provides live trafﬁc information and dynamic guidance to its large
and growing user community.
A MODEL FOR TRAFFIC INFORMATION
Road operators put a lot of efforts in providing information to their users, in order to improve the trafﬁc conditions of
the network they are in charge of. The most basic kind of information is provided through static signalling. Drivers are
guided along itineraries by the mean of ﬁxed directional signs. Static directional signaling does not allow for managing
congestion or exceptional circumstances. Dynamic information, hence dynamic trafﬁc management, appeared with on-
board radios, trafﬁc sensors and Variable Message Signs (VMS). Until recently, trafﬁc management has remained a
road operator prerogative. Things are changing with crowdsourced trafﬁc information. Users following either their
own experience or road operators advices are now mixed with crowdsourced informed users, the latter being likely
to follow fastest routes computed on the basis of selﬁsh criteria. This complex set of interactions is illustrated by the
block diagram (ﬁg.1). On the one hand, we assume that the authority in charge of an urban road network is targeting a
system optimum essentially deﬁned by Wardrop’s second principle. To reach this optimum several trafﬁc sensors and
trafﬁc controllers are available. Trafﬁc data is processed to deﬁne management strategies towards system optimum.
If drivers were all to follow this guidance information, the optimum could eventually be reached. On the other hand,
if all drivers were to follow selﬁsh real-time guidance information, the dynamic state of the network would likely be
close to the so-called Boston Equilibrium [14], where drivers adapt their route choice based on real-time information.
To mathematically present the problem we are addressing, let us consider at ﬁrst a simple model — initially proposed
in [15] and sketched hereafter (sec. "A Simple Model, using Static Assignment") — which can easily be solved by
simulation, or even analytically under some assumptions. Next, our model is presented (sec. "Our Model, based on
Dynamic Assignment"). While the simple model uses static assignment settings, ours is based on dynamic assignment.
A Simple Model, using Static Assignment
Let us consider a network made of two links a and b, between a single origin o and a single destination d. Every day,
denoted k, there is a ﬂow of x vehicles from o to d. The demand x is divided into two parts: a ﬂow of non-equipped
users, y; and a ﬂow of equipped users, z. Here equipped means that users in z have at their disposal an on-board device
that allows them to know in advance, every day, which route, either a or b, is the fastest to reach d coming from o. If,
a particular day k, the travel time ta,k on a is less than tb,k, the ﬂow z follows route a. Otherwise, it follows route b.
non-equipped users in y make their route choice according to their experience on the long term. They are supposed to
know the average travel time on a (resp. b), denoted t¯a (resp. t¯b). As classically done in static trafﬁc assignment, let us
assume that travel times depend on ﬂow by the mean of travel time functions, that is:
tr,k = fr(xr,k),r ∈ {a,b}
For each day k, we have: {
y = ya,k + yb,k : ﬂow of non-equipped users
z = za,k + zb,k : ﬂow of equipped users
and {
xa,k = ya,k + za,k : ﬂow on link a
xb,k = yb,k + zb,k : ﬂow on link b
The distribution of non-equipped users does not depend on the particular conditions observed a particular day, that
is yr,k = y¯r,k = yr,r ∈ {a,b}, yielding:
{
x¯a = ya+ z¯a : average ﬂow on arc a
x¯b = yb+ z¯b : average ﬂow on arc b
(1)
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Let us now assume that t¯a = t¯b, and that day-to-day variations in travel times are modeled by 0-mean random
variables δa and δb, that is:
tr,k = t¯r +δr,k,r ∈ {a,b}
Under those assumptions, the distribution of equipped users depends on the probability p = Pr(δa < δb), so that
one gets: {
z¯a = p× z
z¯b = (1− p)× z (2)
Equations (1) and (2) are interdependent. As exposed in [15], solutions can be found either analytically using
reasonable assumptions on the distributions of travel time perturbations δa and δb — so that x¯r can be expressed from
the travel time functions fr and the distribution of tr,k — or numerically using a simulation-based bilevel relaxation
algorithm.
Our Model, based on Dynamic Assignment
Not only to deal with more complex networks than the one used in the previous section, but also to take into account
the time dependent variations of trafﬁc ﬂow and trafﬁc management, we have used the macroscopic dynamic trafﬁc
assignment model LADTA [16]. Our model is presented with more details in the full paper, together with preliminary
results on simple networks. The main ideas are sketched hereafter.
The population of drivers is divided into three categories. Each category is characterized by the level of information
it uses to make its route choice, as follows:
Operator Guided Drivers are supposed to follow road guidance information provided by road authorities. At every
junction, their route choice stricly follows the posted directional signs, whether static or dynamic.
Experience Guided Drivers are supposed to have a long-term experience of the road network, and they make their
route choice based on that. Depending on their departure time, they choose in advance the best route to destination,
whatever the particular trafﬁc conditions or directional signaling at this time. Their behavior is very similar to
that of y-users in the previous section.
Realtime Guided Drivers use real-time information to choose and dynamically adapt their route to destination.
The implemention of those route choice behaviors in LADTA allowed us to study how trafﬁc patterns evolve when
the proportions of users in the three categories vary. Detailed results from the following case study are presented in the
full paper. The road network is a very simpliﬁed version of Paris road network. The demand is expressed as a dynamic
OD trip-table. The supply is subject to random disturbances: arc capacities vary during the day to reﬂect changes in
network operations (road works, accidents, road closures, etc).
The algorithm used is based on bilevel relaxation: assuming a given route choice for Experience Guided Drivers
allows for running a set of Monte-Carlo simulations with pseudo-randomly generated disturbances. The resulting
distributions of Operator Guided Drivers and Realtime Guided Drivers allow the compution of average travel times, as
functions of departure time. In turn, those average travel time functions allow the computation of Experience Guided
Drivers’ route choice. The computation ends once a ﬁxed point is reached.
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